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Dear Sir or Madam
In many countries the coronavirus restrictions are being relaxed step by step, allowing us
to cautiously go back to our daily routines. Nevertheless, working from home, attending
virtual events, and learning online will be an integral part of our lives for some time. We
hope with actuview we can provide you with the actuarial know-how and exchange of
expertise you need for your professional life. On that note, we are very happy to welcome a
new content partner that will share insights from a different perspective: the Impact
Insurance Facility of the International Labour Organization (ILO).

ILO joins actuview as Content Partner
The International Labour Organization’s Social Finance
Programme works with the nancial sector to facility to the ILO
´s Decent Work Agenda. The Impact Insurance Facility
contributes to the Social Finance agenda by collaborating with
the insurance industry, governments and partners to realize the
potential of insurance for social and economic development.
The team leader of the Impact Insurance Facility, Craig
Churchill, tells us about the reasons to join the actuview
community:
actuview: Which impact do you expect from the cooperation with
actuview?
Craig Churchill: Over the years, we have amassed a large
database of insurance professionals. We communicate with them
regularly, sending monthly newsletters, occasional emails of
Emerging Insights and event noti cations, but we are interested
in expanding our audience to reach additional people. We hope
that the collaboration with actuview will help achieve that
objective. Anyone interested in subscribing can sign up on our
website: www.impactinsurance.org. We also occasionally have
job openings as well – for example, right now we are looking for
Impact Insurance Fellows. These are typically mid-career
professionals who are interested in using their expertise to
support insurance projects in developing countries. Now, we are
looking for four or ve persons to work on innovative projects in
Africa and Asia.
Read the full interview on the actuview website.

Latest webcast from actuview partner RGA
RGA, one of the world’s largest life and health reinsurers and actuview’s platform sponsor,
regularly publishes webcasts on current topics on actuview.
Now online: “Distributed Ledger and Insurance”
Presented by Mitch Ocampo
VP, Emerging Solutions, RGAX

As data shows, Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) will transform systems, platforms and
applications at a signi cant rate over the next few years. More speci cally, the Banking
Financial Services and Insurance industry is leading adoption with data privacy and
consumer protection at the core of it all. “The question for executives is no longer ‘Will
DLT work?’ but ‘How can we make DLT work for us?’”
In this video, Mitch Ocampo, VP of Global Emerging Solutions at RGAX, shares a solid
foundation around the emerging technology, real use cases, and how RGAX’s approach to
emerging technology is built to create an interested community by offering market
education and training that furthers thought-leadership to support the ever-evolving
needs within the insurance industry.
View webcast

New content from actuview partner msg life
msg life, one of the leading IT specialists for insurers and an actuview premium content
partner, presents the following recorded session on actuview:
Now online: “Arti cial Neural Networks Basics
– Part 1 Forwardpass”
Presented by Dr. Stefan Nörtemann
msg life
Machine learning methods are also becoming more and more important in the insurance
industry. A widespread and in practice very successful method of machine learning uses
so-called arti cial neural networks.
In the two part lecture we would like to give a rst rough overview of the structure of an
arti cial neural network. We don't care about applications or implementations, but above
all about the idea and the mathematics behind it. The rst part is about the structure and
the basic components of an arti cial neural network. Using a simple example, we show
how a neural network processes an input and generates an output.
View webcast

Last Call for the EAA’s Data Science & Data Ethics Conference
Initially planned as an in-person event, the European Actuarial
Academy (EAA) is very happy to broadcast its very rst eConference “Data Science & Data Ethics” on 29-30 June 2020 on
actuview. The program combines keynote speeches from wellknown experts with food for thought and selected talks from
professionals through a call for papers.
As a registered user of actuview, the EAA e-Conference can be
joined for free. If you sign up to the event with the EAA in advance,
you will also get access to the four exclusive live web sessions of
the keynote speakers. The registration is completely free of
charge but necessary to get access to the webinar platform for the
mentioned keynotes. Find all information about the event and the
option to register here.
Also check out the event’s trailer.

Find actuview on every channel
As with any project, actuview is constantly growing. We strive to
improve our service to you, the users, every day by offering
interesting new content, special events, and access to an
expanding international community that connects you with
actuarial colleagues across borders.
Social media is essential to this mission, which is why actuview
has channels on all the relevant networks. You can follow us on
Twitter and read the latest news on our company feeds on
LinkedIn and XING. There are also groups under the actuview
name on LinkedIn and XING to bring actuarial experts together.
Here you can discuss the industry’s major trends and topics with
each other, or share recommendations on what to read and what
to watch (e. g. on actuview 😉). The forums are still in their infancy
but with your help we hope to grow them into hubs of expertise
and exchange!
actuview group on XING
actuview group on LinkedIn

Various videos from Ireland
During the last few weeks the Society of Actuaries in Ireland
(SAI) has been an active contributor to the actuview archive
and has published various videos on different topics such as
ESG and reporting in Life Insurance, the effects of COVID-19,
and professionalism.

“SAI Wider Fields Competition: Prize
for the Creative Use of Actuarial
Skills”
Darragh Pelly (Wider Fields
Committee, SAI), Brian Donnellan
(Engagement & Communications, SAI)

“Investing & COVID19 – An
International Perspective”
Paul Jackson (Invesco), Frank
O'Regan

“Putting the Life Co Balance Sheet
under the ESG Microscope”

“Investing & COVID19 – An Irish
Perspective”

Ross Evan, Clarence Er, Liam Mohan
(all Hymans Robertson’s Life &
Financial Services), Mike Claffey
(FSAI)

Lenny McLoughlin (Irish Life
Investment Managers), Frank O'Regan
(SAI Finance & Investment
Committee)

“Reporting Compliance with the new
With-Pro ts Operating Principles”

Check out
all SAI videos here.

David O’Connor, Liam O’Keeffe,
Viviana Pascoletti

aoc2020: Program planning under way
Two days ago the Call for Presentations for actuview’s rst own
online event, the aoc2020, has ended with 16 submissions by
actuaries from 4 different countries.
Within the next weeks we will screen these proposals carefully
and bring them together with about a dozen other presentations
and keynotes we have acquired from partners within the industry
and beyond. Stay tuned for the release of the program themed
“future | actuary” in July here on the event page.

Do you know how to become an actuspeaker?
In order to continually expand the offerings on actuview, the platform invites all actuaries
and other experts to present their actuarial expertise in a speci c topic as a recorded
session and publish it as a video on actuview. The actuspeaker guildlines give you tips on
which technical options are possible and how to produce your own video.
If you would like to contribute, please send your proposal with the title, a brief description of
your presentation (abstract), and some personal information about you and your a liation
to contact@actuview.com.
And the best part: All speakers providing content for actuview also get access to the full
content uploaded in the corresponding year.

We hope you enjoyed this month’s update! If you have any suggestions or questions,
please don’t hesitate to contact us at contact@actuview.com.
actuview team

RGA, Platform Sponsor
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